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EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY 
Board of Regents 
Official minutes of March 24, 1992, board meeting. 
The regular meeting rif the Eastern Michigan University Board of Regents was 
called to order by Chairman Derezinski at 1:00 p.m. in Room 201 Welch Hall, 
Ypsilanti, Michigan. 
Chairman Derezinski introduced the new Regent, Philip Incarnati of Fiint, 
Michigan. 
Chairman Derezinski asked Secretary Reid .for an attendance roll call. 
The Board members present were: 
Chairman Anthony Derezinski 
Regent James Clifton 
Regent Robert DeMattia 
Regent Philip Incarnati 
Regent Richard Robb 
Regent Gayle Thomas 
The Board members absent were: 
Regent Thomas Guastella 
Regent Robin Sternbergh 
Members of the Administration present were: 
President William Shelton 
Executive Vice President Roy Wilbanks 
Provost and Vice President Ronald Collins 
Vice President Janet Pichette 
Vice President Laurence Smith 
Secretary to the Board of Regents and Executive Associate 
to the President Juanita Reid 
PUBLIC HEARING 
At 1:10 p.m. the second Public Hearing on Police Powers was called to order 
with opening comments by Mr. Kenneth McKanders, General Counsel , and Mr. 
John Garland, director of Public Safety. The purpose of the hearing was to 
hear public comments on granting police powers and authority to EMU public 
safety officers. The public hearing is pursuant to Public Act 120 of 1990. 
That Act, passed by the Michigan Legislature and signed by the Governor, 
authorized the governing boards of four-year public institutions to grant 
po 1 ice powers and authority to pub 1 i c safety officers emp 1 oyed by the 
institutions. Prior to acting on any motion, the law requires that 
governing boards hold two public hearings and provide for the establishment 
of a public safety oversight committee to hear grievances. 
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Chairman Derezinski asked the audience if they had any questions or 
comments. There was no response. 
Mr. McKanders stated that the public safety oversight committee is being 
formed and that EMU public safety officers would be sworn in by the 
Ypsilanti Chief of Police. 
Chairman Derezinski again asked the audience for any comments on the topic. 
There was no response. Chairman Derezinski thanked Mr. McKanders and Mr. 
Garland for their remarks, closed the public hearing, and moved to the 
regular meeting agenda. 
.4495M MINUTES OF FEBRUARY 23, 1992 
Regent Robb moved and Regent Clifton seconded that the minutes of the 
Special Meeting of the Board of Regents held February 23, 1992, be 
approved. 
Motion Carried. 
.4496M MINUTES OF FEBRUARY 22, 1992 
Regent Robb moved and Regent Clifton seconded that the minutes of the 
Special Meeting of the Board of Regents held February 22, 1992, be 
approved. 
Motion Carried. 
.4497M MINUTES OF JANUARY 28, 1992 
Regent Clifton moved and Regent Robb seconded that the minutes of the 
regular meeting of the Board of Regents held January 28, 1992, be approved. 
Motion Carried. 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Chairman Derezinski announced that there were four requests to address the 
Board and that the one-half hour for communications would allow seven-and­
one-half minutes to each speaker. 
Ms. Andrea Kruger, representing Washtenaw Community Co 1 1  ege, invited the 
Board of Regents to attend a Literacy Forum on Saturday, Apri 1 4, 1992, 
9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m., at Washtenaw Community College. Ms. Kruger 
commented on the literacy problem in Washtenaw County and encouraged 
attendance at the Forum. 
Chairman Derezinski thanked Ms. Kruger for her remarks. 
Mr. Eric Jackson, representing himself, spoke on the transfer of funds from 
Eastern Michigan University to the EMU Foundation. 
Chairman Derezinski thanked Mr. Jackson for his remarks. 
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Mr. Charles Eugene Beatty, a track alumnus, spoke on the decision to drop 
the name Huron and asked for its return. 
Chairman Derezinski thanked Mr. Beatty for his remarks. 
Mr. Frederic Champne 11 a, representing Huron Restoration, Inc., spoke on 
restoring the Huron name. 
Chairman Derezinski thanked Mr. Champnella for his remarks. 
Regent Robb commented on the Huron name and logo and urged the University 
community not to withhold funds because, in the end, withholding donations 
only hurts the students. 
Chairman Derezinski thanked Regent Robb for his remarks. 
.4498M SHERZER HALL RESTORATION RESOLUTION 
Regent Robb moved and Regent Clifton seconded that the following resolution 
be approved: 
Whereas, Sherzer Hall was restored from the effects of the devastating fire 
of March 9, 1989 which destroyed 50 percent of the interior and 30 percent 
of the exterior of a historic learning facility; and 
Whereas, the restoration of historic Sherzer Hall preserved the original 
arch itectura 1 design by E.W. Arno 1 d in 1903 inc 1 ud i ng the unique semi -
circular arched entrance way; and 
Whereas, historic Sherzer Hall retained its architectural heritage through 
the collaborative efforts of the University Physical Plant, the Art 
Department and historic architects Quinn Evans; and 
Whereas, Eastern Michigan University and Quinn Evans Architects were 
selected from over fifty entries by a jury of prominent architects from 
Boston, Massachusetts to receive the coveted bronze plaque "M Award" for 
exce 11 ence in masonry design as evidenced in the Sherzer Ha 11 ·restoration 
project; 
Now, therefore, be it resolved, that the Eastern Michigan University Board 
of Regents congratulates the Physical Plant staff, the Art Department 
faculty and staff, and Quinn Evans Architects for their collaborative 
efforts which resulted in this prestigious recognition and confirmation of 
Eastern Michigan University's commitment to preserving its heritage. 
Motion Carried. 
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.4499M WOMEN'S INDOOR TRACK AND FIELD TEAM RESOLUTION 
Regent Thomas moved and Regent Clifton seconded that the following 
resolution be approved: 
Whereas, the Women's Indoor Track and Field Team won its seventh 
consecutive Mid-American Conference Invitational with 160 points to 122.5 
points for second place Toledo; and 
Whereas, Eastern Michigan won five events, including senior Val Beckles in 
the SS-meter and 200-meter hurdles, senior Mirielle Sankatsing in the 400 
and BOO-meters, and sophomore Joy Inniss in triple jump; 
Now, therefore, be it resolved, that the Eastern Michigan University Board 
of Regents hereby congratulates Head Coach Robert Maybouer, Assistant Coach 
Brenda Jarvis, and the entire Women's Indoor Track and Field Team for the 
honor and distinction they have brought themselves and the University. 
Motion Carried . 
. 4500M MIRIELLE SANKATSING RESOLUTION 
Regent Thomas moved and Regent Robb seconded that the following resolution 
be approved: 
Whereas, Eastern Michigan University senior Mirielle Sankatsing won the 
800-meter run at the 1992 NCAA Indoor Track Championships in an EMU varsity 
record time of 2:03.47; and 
Whereas, Ms. Sankatsing is th� first female athletic in EMU history to win 
an NCAA title; and 
Whereas, Ms. Sankatsing's victory gave her 10 points which allowed Eastern 
Michigan University to tie for the 15th place in the team standings, ahead 
of all the Mid-American Conference universities as well as the University 
of Michigan and Michigan State University; and 
Whereas, Ms. Sankatsing received All-American honors; 
Now, therefore, be it resolved, that the Eastern Michigan University Board 
of Regents acknowledges with great pride Ms. Sankatsing's accomplishments 
and congratulates and commends her for the honor and distinction she has 
brought herself and the University. 
Motion Carried. 
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. 4501M MEN'S INDOOR TRACK TEAM RESOLUTION 
Regent Clifton moved and Regent Incarnati seconded that the following 
resolution be approved: 
Whereas, the Men's Indoor Track Team won its eighth consecutive Mid­
American Conference Invitational with 189 points to 116 points for second 
place Central Michigan; and 
Whereas, the Eagles won eight events including Tommy As i nga in the 800-
meter run, Clive Bonelle in the mile, Will Harber in the triple jump, Jason 
Jeske in the 5,000-meters, Carl Lowe in the 400-meters, Jason Masterson in 
the 35-pound weight, Dominic Middleton in the 3,000-meters and Eric 
Respress in the SS-meter hurdles; and 
Whereas, Tommy Asinga set a new meet record in the 800-meter run; and 
Whereas, the Men's Indoor Track Team also won its third consecutive Central 
Collegiate Conference Championship with 151 points to 99 points for second 
place Michigan State University; and 
Whereas, the Eagles also defeated Purdue University, the University of 
Iowa, the University of Michigan, Notre Dame University and Marquette 
University, among others; and 
Whereas, the Eag 1 es won three events inc 1 ud i ng Dan Li ede 1 in the . mi 1 e, 
Tommy Asinga in the 800-meters and Eric Respress in the 400-meters; and 
Whereas, Head Coach Robert Parks was named Coach of the Year; 
Now, therefore, be it resolved, that the Eastern Michigan University Board 
of Regents hereby congratulates Head Coach Robert Parks, Assistant Coach 
Fred LaPl ante and the entire Men's Indoor Track Team for the honor and 
distinction they have brought themselves and the University. 
Motion Carried . 
. 4502M MEN'S SWIMMING TEAM RESOLUTION 
Regent DeMattia moved and Regent Clifton seconded that the following 
resolution be approved: 
Whereas, the Eastern Michigan University Men's Swimming Team won its 
thirteenth consecutive Mid-American Conference Championship with 829.5 
points to second place Miami's 720. 5 points; and 
Whereas, Eastern Michigan won eight events at the meet, including the 200-
yard freestyle relay team of Jeff Shoemaker, Paul Avery, Steve Fetyko and 
Jeff Pillars; Jeff Pillars in the SO-yard, 200-yard and 100-yard freestyle; 
the 400-yard and 200-yard medley relay team of Dave Krenk, Jeff Shoemaker, 
Paul Avery and Jeff Pi 1 1  ars; Jeff Shoemaker in the 100-yard breaststroke 
and the 400-yard freestyle relay team of Jeff Shoemaker, Rueben Fuhs, Steve 
Fetyko and Jeff Pillars; and 
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Whereas, the Eagles set six Mid-American Conference Meet records, six Mid­
American Conference records, five Jones Natatorium records; and 
Whereas, senior Jeff Shoemaker qualified for the NCAA ·championships in the 
100-yard breaststroke; and 
Whereas, Head Coach Peter Linn was named Coach of the year; 
Now, therefore, be it resolved, that the Eastern Michigan University Board 
of Regents hereby congratulates Head Coach Peter Linn and the entire Men's 
Swimming Team for the honor and di st i net ion they have brought themse 1 ves 
and the University. 
Motion Carried. 
. 4503M JANET PICHETTE RESOLUTION 
Regent .Derezinski moved and Regent Clifton seconded that the following 
resolution be approved: 
Whereas, Janet Pichette joined Eastern Michigan University in June, 1988 as 
Vice President for Business and Finance; and 
Whereas, Ms. Pichette's background and experience in accounting, auditing, 
finance, taxes, and quality management enhanced her exemplary leadership in 
the business and finance areas of the University; and 
Whereas, Ms. Pichette provided leadership in the development and 
implementation of major construction and improvements in campus 
beautification projects as evidenced in the interior and exterior 
appearances of buildings and grounds, including improvements in the campus 
infrastructure; and 
Whereas, Ms. Pichette implemented numerous initiatives that have made the 
most effective use of deferred maintenance and campus beautification funds; 
and 
Whereas, Ms. Pichette supported the Learning University initiatives by 
incorporating the guiding principles within the Business and Finance 
Division; and 
Whereas, Ms. Pichette participated fully in the University community 
through her involvement in campus activities, her support of athletics, and 
her affiliation with local and state higher education organizations; 
Now, therefore, be it resolved, that the University community expresses 
appreciation to Janet Pichette for her leadership and commitment to Eastern 
Michigan University and wishes her continued success in her new role as 
Vice President for Business and Administration at The Ohio State 
University. 
Motion Carried. 
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Chair Derezinski congratulated President Shelton on his appointment by 
Congress to the National Education Commission on Time and Learning and on 
receiving the Maxine Boord Virtue Human Justtce Award for his courage and 
action regarding the logo. 
PRESIDENT'S REPORT 
Chairman Derezinski and Regents, I am pleased to share with you this report 
on recent activities at the University. Although we face difficult 
economic challenges in our State and at Eastern, I want to begin by 
acknowledging some recent successes and expressions of qua 1 ity among the 
University family. The Board has passed numerous resolutions today which 
recognize the achievements of several athletic teams. To indicate the 
diversity of quality at Eastern, I will highlight a few other Eastern 
individuals and groups: 
o Dr. Robert Holkeboer, Director of the University Honors Program, has 
been selected, through a rigorous competitive process, as a 1992-93 
American Council of Education Fellow. This is considered to be one of the 
most prestigious fellowships in higher education. 
o Bob Owchinko, an alumnus of Eastern and an outstanding student 
athlete, will be inducted into the Mid-American Conference Hall of Fame on 
May 4. Bob received numerous honors and awards during his years at the 
University. 
o Karen Simpkins, interim associate director in Career Services, 
recently won the Hardwick Award for the most outstanding article of 1991 in 
the College Placement Council's Journal . .  Karen co-authored an article 
about the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. 
o The EMU Forensic Team continued our tradition of excellence in the 
1992 Michigan State Championship. Eastern finished first in the Team 
Sweepstakes by a wide margin over other Michigan Institutions. Team member 
Lori Nelson captured State Championships in both Rhetorical Criticism and 
Persuasion. Lori qualified to attend the Interstate Oratory Competition at 
the University of Texas in late April. Antoine McKay won the State 
Championship in Poetry and Missy Theis and Antoine took the honors in 
Dramatic Duo. We are very proud of these students and the capable coaching 
of Michael Tew! 
o Recently, the College of Arts and Sciences sponsored Symposium XII, a 
day which highlights undergraduate research and other scholarly 
achievements. More than 140 students participate in the Symposium. We 
commend the students, supporting faculty, and academic administration for 
this outstanding emphasis on the learning experience. 
o The Collegium for Advanced Study sponsored "Intersights," a research 
exchange conference, on campus earlier this month. The conference featured 
presentations of research and creative projects of EMU professors. The 
scope and commitment of our faculty to scholarly pursuits are indeed 
impressive. 
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These are only a few of the many acknowledgements about the achievements of 
the Eastern family. As you can see, we have many reasons to celebrate even 
in difficult times. 
On behalf of the University, I am delighted to welcome Mr. Philip Incarnati 
to the Board of Regents. Regent Incarnati, we look forward to working with 
you and can promise that these will be exciting as·well as demanding times 
as we seek to respond to our challenges and opportunities. 
I want to take this opportunity to publicly express my appreciation to 
Janet Pichette for her service as Vice President for Business and Finance. 
She has been a genuine asset to our University and I feel she will make a. 
significant contribution to The Ohio State University. Janet has been a 
colleague and friend and we wish her the very best in her new position. 
Today, I am pleased to introduce Patrick Doyle to the Regents. Mr. Doyle 
currently serves as Assistant Vice President of Business and· Finance and 
has been at Eastern since March, 1979. I have asked Pat to accept an 
appointment as Acting Vice President for Business and Finance, effective 
April 1, 1992. Pat's extensive knowledge of both the University and the 
Division of Business and Finance will provide a smooth transition for us as 
we consider future plans for this area. You will note that I have 
recommended a compensation adjustment in the Changes of Status report to 
acknowledge his expanded responsibilities. 
During the month of March, Eastern is celebrating Women's History Month. A 
wide range of programs and -activities have been scheduled on �ampus. 
Womynspace, a student organization, and the Women's Studies Program serve 
as sponsors of the events. 
On a sad note, the University mourns the death of Dr. Dorian Sprandel. Dr. 
Sprandel served as a colleague in the Division of Marketing and Student 
Affairs for 24 years. Our thoughts are extended to his family during this 
difficult time. 
Before commenting on several agenda items, it would be appropriate to bring 
the Board up-to-date on recent matters of the University. In February, 
Chairman Derezinski and I presented testimony on the 1992-93 Executive 
Budget Recommendation to the Senate Higher Education Appropriations 
Subcommittee. On March 16, I testified before the Joint Capital Outlay 
subcommittee in Lansing regarding the Governor's proposal for capital 
projects. Copies of my remarks were distributed to you earlier. The House 
Higher Education Appropriations Subcommittee is meeting today and using a 
somewhat different format. Instead of each institution presenting its 
specific appropriation request, a representative group of presidents is 
discussing the needs of public higher education in Michigan. 
Nearer to Ypsilanti, our community continues to respond to the GM 
announcement of the planned c 1 os i ng of the Wi 1 1  ow Run pl ant. We are 
working with various community and educational organizations in an effort 
to define ways to address this pending reduction in employment and its 
implication for the community and the University. 
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For some weeks, we have been engaged in budget hearings and discussions to 
identify possible strategies to addre�s a significant imbalance in our 
1992-93 budget. We �ave calculated the imbalance to be approximately $7.3 
mi 11 ion, assuming a fl at State appropriation. There is more than one 
approach to address this i mba 1 a nee. we· know there wi 11 be a tuition 
increase for next year. However, we cannot expect our students to bear the 
full impact of the budget imbalance. The simple truth is that we must 
reduce the expenditures of the institution. Si nee 77 percent of our 
operating budget is spent on personnel costs, we recognize that this is an 
area that will be heavily impacted. 
There is no way to avoid pain during this process. It cannot be business 
as usual and we will emerge from this process as a somewhat different 
entity. I do not believe our goal in this process should be simply to 
survive. I have identified several key principles which will guide our 
discussions. 
I will conclude my remarks by acknowledging three significant items on 
today's agenda. You will be asked to approve a revised schedule of room 
and board charges for 1992-93. These charges represent a 4. 9 percent 
increase over this year's rates and are very much in 1 i ne with, or even 
below, the increases at sister institutions. You will also be asked to 
approve the Financial Aid Function 8 budget for 1993-94. As you know, it 
is necessary to approve this budget this early so that awards can be made 
throughout the year. Finally, the Board wil 1 consider certain actions 
related to our newly established Foundation. The Foundation provides us a 
vital linkage to the corporate community and will be invaluable in 
increasing private support to the University. It will also serve to 
relieve the general operating budget of support for specific extended 
University services. 
Mr. Chairman, I will be glad to answer any questions. 
.4504M TREASURER'S REPORT 
Section 1 
Regent Robb moved and Regent Clifton seconded that the Treasurer's Report 
for the month of February, 1992 be received and placed on file. 
Motion Carried. 
.4505M INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT 
Section 2 
Regent Robb moved and Regent Clifton seconded that the Internal Auditor's 
activity report for the month of March, 1992 be received and placed on 
file. 
Motion Carried. 
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. 4509M GRANTS/CONTRACTS REPORT 
Section 3 
Regent Robb moved and Regent Clifton seconded that the 28 grants and 
contracts totaling $1,214,655 for the months of Oecember t January, 
February, and March be accepted. 
Motion Carried. 
.4507M CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS PROGRESS REPORT 
Section 4 
Regent Robb moved and Regent Clifton seconded that the Board of Regents 
receive and place on file the Construction Projects Progress Report for the 
month of March, 1992. 
Motion Carried. 
.4508M SECOND QUARTER 1991-92 FISCAL YEAR GIFT INFORMATION REPORT 
Section 5 
Regent Robb moved and Regent Clifton seconded that the gifts for the second 
quarter of 1991-92 totaling $730, 193.65, be received with appreciation. 
Motion Carried. 
.4509M APPOINTMENTS 
Section 6 
Regent Robb moved and Regent Clifton seconded that the Board of Regents 
approve 9 appointments for the months and dates shown. 
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g: DATE: Harch 24, 1992 EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY PAGE: 1 
l"'t BOARD REPORT FOR: 03/24/92 CURRENT PERSONNEL MASTER FILE APPOINTMENTS ...... 
ALPHABETICAL LISTING UITHIN RANK 
::s 
RANK/ JOB EFFECTIVE PAY APPT REASON FOR 
t; � DEPARTMENT illll !!fil 2!If !fil I � & CHANGE t; 
...... 
Ragan, Stephen University Development PT-09 Development Officer 02/03/92 $35,810 100 " M Appo I ntn:nt Q. 
Codell, Susan University Health PT-08 Nurse Practitioner 01/17/92 $16, 120 050 " f Appal nt111ent 
Services 
Uud, Elaine Purchasing PT-05 Purch•slng Expediter 02/10/92 S22,000 100 " f Appointn:nt 
Oesterle, Susan Nursing CS-05 Senior Secretary 02/17/92 S16,581 100 " f Appo I ntn:nt 
Jones, Joanne Physical Plant CS-04 Secretary 11 01/06/92 $14,674 100 " F Appointment 
Uauon, Cheryl Leadership & Cc>t11sellng CS-04 Secretary 11 01/03/92 $14,674 100 " f Appointment 
I Gullett, Ually Academic Advising CS-03 Clerk 02/05/92 Sll,216 100 " M Appointment 
� 
� Meadows, Anthony Physical Plant FM-23 Stationary Engineer 01/06/92 $23,209 100 8 " Appointment I 
Cornelison, Danny Physical Plant fH-06 Custodian 12/16/91 $12,982 100 " " Appointment 
. 4510M FACULTY APPOINTMENTS 
Section 7 
Regent Robb moved and Regent C_l i fton seconded that the Board of Regents 
approve 2 new mid-year tenure-track faculty appoin�ments at the ranks and 
salaries shown effective January I, 1992. 
NEW PACULTY APPOIN'l'MEN'l'S 1991 • 1992 
Torres, Roberto E, Hisp M 
Assistant Prof.essor, Oepart:nent of Associated Health 
Professions, effective January l, 1992 at an academic year 
salary of $37,500. 
Education 
Ph.D. 
M.A. 
B.A. 
Experience 
1991-92 
University of Michigan, 1989 
University of Puerto Rico, 1979 
University of Puerto Rico, 1976 
Martin Luther King/Rosa Parks/Cesar Chavez Visiting 
Lecturer, Eastern Michigan University 
1991 Lecturer, Associated Health Programs, Eastern 
Michigan University 
Chiasson. Victors. w M 
Assistant Professor, Department of Heal th, Physical Education, 
Recreation and Dance, effective January 1, 1992 at an academic 
year salary of $37,500. 
Education 
M.A. Central Michigan University 
S.S. Central Michigan University 
Experience 
Fall, 1991 
1980 - 1992 
Motion Carried. 
Eastern Michigan University 
Wayne State University 
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•nd Advising Secret•ry -s 0. \0 It) It) 
< 0. \0 
Furner, D•wn H. LRlT/Hedl• CS-06 Adlnlnlur•tlve 10/28/91 1111,913 119,1159 5X 100 " F Promotion ...... N 
Secretuy 0"" 
c: :::,-
Holley, Robin R. P•rklng & P•vlns CS-05 Account Specl•llat 10/21/91 116,900 117,745 5X 100 I f Promo ti on 
(/) OJ __."" 
Rem.111, Jill R. Equl ty Progr- CS-05 Senior Secretary 09/01/91 116,579 117,4011 5X 100 " f Promotion "" 
(/) :::,-
VanRaden, Donna Unlver1ity He•lth CS-05 Account Specl•liat 11/25/91 1111,009 1111,909 5X 100 " f Promotion c: It) 0-
Services 3 CJ -'·o 
Hill, IClnberly J. Account• P•yable CS-04 Senior Account 11/04/91 114,931 115,6711 5X 100 " f Promotion ""OJ ""-s Clerk 
�o. 
Jones, Tamela Darlene Financial Aid CS-04 Data Entry Clerk 10/02/91 115,076 115,1110 5X 100 " f Promotion 0 
Hiller, H•tthew IC. Corpor•te Education CS-04 Secretary 11 10/07/91 114,912 115,679 5X 100 " Promotion � ....... " 
-s :;:c Center It) 
CJC.0 
Frisbie, Kevin C. Eastern E•terles FH-13 Driver/ 10/07/91 121,351 123, 167 8.5X 100 " " Promotion O It) 
llorehouseperson OJ :::, -s rt 
0. (/) 
1 Adjustment mBde for �loyee promoted to new.position not providing on Clllll)US housing stipend. 
DATE: J1nuary 28, 1992 
BOARD REPO�T FOR: 1/28/92 
ALPHABETICAL LISTING MITHIN RANK 
� 
Hubbard, Judy B. 
Johnston, Milliam M. 
I ..... 
,1:-
1 
OEPARJMEMT 
Custodl1l 
Bakeshop 
RANK/ 
9,.lli 
FM-10 
FM-06 
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY 
CURRENT PERSONNEL MASTER FILE 
JOB EFFECTIVE OLD 
l1!ll DATE Bil 
Custodian/ 09/09/91 SZ1,351 
Housekeeper/ 
Groupleader 
Cook 10/10/91 $10,811 
2 Efll)loyee moved from FM-01 to FM-06 classification justifying rate change. 
P19e Z 
STATUS CHANGES 
PRCIIOTIONS 
NEY " APPT REASON FOR 
@ATE £!!§ l !!ll m � 
S2Z,165 3.8X 100 w F Pranotton 
$12,9822 20X 100 w N Pranotton 
DATE: January 28, 1992 EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY Page 3 
BOARD REPORT FOR: 1/28/92 CURRENT PERSONNEL MASTER FILE STATUS CHANGES 
ALPHABETICAL LISTING WITHIN RANK WAGE INCREASE PER CONTRACT 
RANK/ JOB EFFECTIVE OLD NEW x APPT REASON FOR 
NAME DEPARTMENT illli .llfil Qill RATE !ill m ! � Ill � 
Greer, Orville Public Safety CP-01 Officer, C811pJS 12/12/91 $20, 163 $23,125 14.7X 100 " M Step 2 
Pol ice 
Saunders, Wllll11111 Public Safety CP-D1 Officer, C811pJS 11/22/91 
Pol Ice 
S27,540 S30,035 9.1X 100 " M Step 5 
Walker, Affrf Public Safety CP-01 Officer, Caap.lS 11/23/91 S28,366 S30,937 9.1X 100 " F Step 5 & 
Police Educational 
Bonus 
�itelaw, David Public Safety CP-01 Off lcer, Caap.lS 11/08/91 S27,540 S30,035 9.1X 100 " M Step 5 
Pol Ice 
Groves, Edward Heating Plant FM·23 Stationary Engineer 11/24/91 S23,209 S27,613 19.0X 100 " M Step 1 
I Rodriguez, George Intercollegiate FM-12 Athletic Facilities 10/19/91 S17, 198 $18,617 8.3X 100 H M Step 2 
Athletics Attendant 
I 
Adkins, Earl Custodial FM·06 Custodian 10/29/91 S15,779 S17, 177 8.9X 100 " N Step 2 
Basler, Clnlrles Custodial FH-06 Custodl.an 10/15/91 S15,779 S17, 177 8.9X 100 " M Step 2 
Crawford, Shirley A. Dining Services FM-06 Cook 10/03/91 S15,779 S17, 177 8.9X 100 " F Step 2 
Daly, Robert Custodial FM-06 custodian 10/14/91 S12,982 S15,779 21.5X 100 " M Step 1 
Hurble, Carl Housing FH-06 Custodian 10/01/91 $15,779 S17, 177 8.9X 100 " it Stpe 2 
Kissane, Chris Custodial FM-06 Custodian 10/05/91 S15,779 S17, 177 8.9X 100 " M Step 2 
Reeves, Fred Custodial FM-06 Custodian 10/19/91 S15,779 S17, 177 8.9X 100 B M Step 2 
Roark, Jackie W. Housing FH-06 Custodian 10/22/91 S12,982 $15,779 21.5X 100 " N Step 1 
DATf: January 28, 1992 
BOARD REPORT FOR: 1/28/92 
ALPHABETICAL LISTING MITHIN RANK 
NAME 
Runyan, Ruth E. 
Jemison, Donald 
I 
I-' "' 
I 
pEPARTHENT 
Custodial 
Dining 
RANK/ 
illll 
FH-06 
FH-01 
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY 
CURRENT PERSONNEL MASTER FILE 
JOB EFFECTIVE OLD 
!..!ill PATE !.lli 
Custodian 10/14/91 S12,982 
Food Attendant 10/05/91 $10,811 
Page 4 
STATUS CHANGES 
YAGE INCREASE PER CONTRACT 
NEM " APPT REASON FOR 
!.lli ill ! ug .m CHANGE 
$15,779 2t.5X 100 " F Step t 
$13,211 22.21 100 8 H Step 1 
, 
DATE: January 28, 1992 EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY Page 5 
BOARD REPORT FOR: 1/28/92 CURRENT PERSONNEL MASTER FILE STATUS CHANGES 
ALPHABETICAL LISTING UITHIN RANK RECLASSIFICATIONS 
RANK/ JOB EFFECTIVE OLD NEU x APPT REASON FOR 
DEPARTMENT £!.ill !.!.ill QMs. !ill !ill £.!!§ ! @ACE ill � 
Lien, Lee-Chu Corporate Education PT·08 Senior Accountant 08/21/91 S24,672 S34,4483 39.6X 100 A f Reclassification 
Center 
Nemeth, Ronald J. College of Technology PT-08 Technology 06/25/91 S32,267 S33, 764 4 .6X 100 w M Reclassification 
Administrative Support 
Specialist 
ThOll'1son, Thomas B. LR&T/Copy Services PT-07 Supervisor, Copy 08/12/91 S21,995 S23,822 8.3X 75 w M Reclassification 
Services 
Ui lde, Cynthia CHHS CS-05 Senior Secretary 07/23/91 S 8,833 S 9,275 5.0X 50 w f Reclassification 
CalJl)bell, Donald Admissions CS·05 Senior Admissions Clerk 07/23/91 S16,900 S18,424 9.0X 100 B M Reclassification 
Niehaus, Mary E. College of Business CS·05 Senior Secretary 08/14/91 S17,911 $18,807 5.0X 100 w f Reclassification 
Richards, Deneen A. Admissions CS-05 Supervisor Data Entry/ 04/01/91 S14,932 $18,4244 23.4X 100 w F Reclassification 
Verification Team 
I Younglove, Sarah Lilley LR&T·Library CS-05 Library Assistant 111 10/04/91 S16,738 $18,4245 10.1X 100 w f Reclassification 
Dixon, Karen Admissions CS-04 Data Entry Clerk II 07/23/91 S14,932 $16,3045 9.2X 100 w f Reclassification 
Klein, Tracy Admissions CS-04 Office Assistant 07/23/91 S14,932 $16, 3045 9.2X 100 w f Reclassification 
Mcintire, Joan Admissions CS-04 Data Entry Clerk II 07/23/91 S14, 932 $16, 3045 9.2X 100 w f Reclassification 
Reeves, Mary L. Admissions CS-04 Data Entry Clerk 1.1 07/23/91 S14,932 S16,3045 9.2X 100 B f Reclassification 
Tran, Lanh T. Admissions CS-04 Data Entry Clerk 11 07/23/91 S14,932 S16,3045 9.2X 100 A F Reclassification 
Visingardi, Denise Admissions CS-04 Data Entry Clerk II 07/23/91 S14,932 $16,3045 9.2X 100 w f Reclassification 
Newhouse, franklin Physical Plant FM· 16 Material Management 07 /01/91 S23, 167 S24,962 7.7X 100 w M Reclassification 
Uorker 
3 Errployee first took a demotion to accept position then received added responsibilities and reclassification (AP-10 to PT-08). 
4 Non-discretionary rate determined by contract salary schedule; adjustment to miniu.in of the new paygrade · 2 paygrade upgrade. 
5 Non-discretionary rate determined by contract salary schedule; adjustment to miniu.in of the new paygrade · 1 paygrade upgrade. 
DATE: January 28, 1992 EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY Page 6 
BOARD REPORT FOR: 1/28/92 CURRENT PERSONNEL MASTER FILE STATUS CHANGES 
ALPHABETICAL LISTING WITHIN RANK LATERAL TRANSFERS 
RANK/ JOB EFFECTIVE OLD NEW x APPT REASON FOR 
DEPARTMENT � lllil DATE !fil !lli SI§ I ml m CHANGE 
Baier, Carole Economics cs-04 Secretary 11 10/07/91 S 8,289 S 8,289 o.ox 50 w f Lateral Transfer 
Bil I ings, Joyce Corporate Services CS-04 Office Assistant II 09/30/91 S 7,337 S 7,337 o.ox 50 w ,  f Lateral Transfer 
Cochran, Jill E. Financial Aid CS·D4 Secretary 11 09/23/91 S16,738 S16,738 o.ox 100 w f L11ter11l Transfer 
Simonds, Kirsten N. LRU·Library CS-04 Library Assistant II 09/03/91 S15,6n S15,6n o.ox 100 w f Lateral Transfer 
Saltman, Pamela J. Elll)loyment/Afflnnative CS·04 Secretary 11 10/14/91 S16,900 S16,900 o.ox 100 w f Lateral Transfer 
Action 
Swint, Thalia L. Equl ty Progrems CS-04 Secretary 11 10/02/91 S16,579 S16,579 o.ox 100 I f Lateral Transfer 
Cole, Susan P. ISCF CS-03 Secretary 10/16/91 S14,932 S14,932 o.ox 100 w f Lateral Transfer 
Gondek, Suzanne M. Registrar CS-03 Secretary 10/14/91 S14,932 S14,932 o.ox 100 " f Lateral Transfer 
Burga, Daniel E. Custodial FM-06 
I 
Custodian 10/16/91 512,982 S12,982 o.ox 100 " M Lateral Transfer 
Charrbers, Kevin S. Custodial FM-06 Custodian 11/11/91 S 6,491 S12,982 SOX 100 I M Lateral Transfer 
I & Increase SOX 
to 1001 
Chanbera, Kevin S. Custodial FM-06 Custodian 10/16/91 S 6,491 S 6,491 o.ox 50 I M Lateral Tr11nafer 
Endicott, Lisa J. Custodial FM-06 Custodian 10/21/91 S15,779 S15,779 o.ox 100 " f Lateral Transfer 
Grant, Chrhtopher J. Custodial FM-06 Custodian 09/09/91 S21,351 S21,351 o.ox 100 " M Lateral Transfer 
Gregg, Cheryl A. Custodial FH-06 Custodian 10/21/91 S21,351 S21,351 o.ox 100 " F lateral Transfer 
Hall, Robert L. Housing FM-06 Custodian 11/11/91 S21,351 S21,351 o.ox 100 " M Lateral Transfer 
Johnson, James E. Custodial FM-06 Custodian 10/16/91 S21,351 S21,l51 o.ox 50 w M Lateral Transfer 
Lefler, Goldie L. Custodial FM-06 Custodian 11/11/91 S12,982 S12,982 o.ox 100 " f L11ter11l Transfer 
O'Banner, Dwayne Custodial FM-06 Custodian 10/14/91 S12,982 S12,982 o.ox 100 B M Lateral Transfer 
0 1 Banner, Dwayne Housing FH·06 Custodian 08/19/91 S12,982 $12,982 o.ox 100 B M Lateral Transfer 
Priess, Mic.heel Housing/Dining FH-06 Custodian 10/14/91 $21,351 $21,351 o.ox 100 " H Lateral Transfer 
Services 
DATE: January 28, 1992 EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY Page 1 
BOARD REPORT FOR: 1/28/92 CURRENT PERSONNEL MASTER FILE STATUS CHANGES 
ALPHABETICAL LISTING WITHIN RANK LATERAL TRANSFERS 
RANK/ JOB EFFECTIVE OLD NEW x APPT REASON FOR 
NAME PEPARTMENT llill llill PATE !.lli RATE £!!§ ! � ll! CHANGE 
Runyan, Ruth E. Custodial FM·06 Custodian 11/11/91 S15,779 S15,779 o.ox 100 " F Lateral Transfer 
Sanchez, Angela L. Custodial FM·06 Custodian 10/16/91 S12,982 S12,982 o.ox 100 " F Lateral Transfer 
Smith, Michael H. Housing FM-06 Custodian 10/14/91 S21,351 S21,351 o.ox 100 w M Lateral Transfer 
Stewart, Bemie Custodial FM·06 Custodian 10/21/91 S12,982 S12,982 o.ox 100 8 N Lateral Transfer 
Stinnette, Terelll1 Custodial FM·06 Custodian 11/11/91 S15,779 S15,779 o.ox 100 8 N Lateral Transfer 
Stocco, Bernard D. Custodial FM·06 Custodian 09/09/91 S21A351 S21,351 o.ox 100 " N Lateral Transfer 
Strinpel, Russell A.  Custodial FM·06 Custodian 11/04/91 S12,982 $12,982 o.ox 100 " N Lateral Transfer 
Strine, Deborah S. Dining Services FM-06 Cook 11/11/91 S21,351 S21,351 o.ox 100 ·11 F Lateral Transfer 
I Thomas, Kathy L. Custodial FM-06 Custodian 11/11/91 S 6,491 S 6,491 o.ox 50 w F Lateral Transfer 
Tonda, Pam Housing FM·06 Custodian 11/26/91 S21,351 S21 ,351 o.ox 100 w F lateral Transfer 
Varney, Cleo J. Custodial FM-06 Custodian 10/21/91 S21,351 S21,351 o.ox 100 w F Lateral Transfer 
Wilkes, James Custodial FM·06 Custodian 11/11/91 S 6,491 S 6,491 o.ox 100 B N Lateral Transfer 
DATE: January 28, 1992 EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY Page 8 
BOARD REPORT FOR: 1/28/92 CURRENT PERSONNEL MASTER FILE STATUS CHANGES 
ALPHABETICAL LISTING YITHIN RANK OTHER PERSONNEL ACTIONS 
RANK/ JOB EFFECTIVE OLD NEY x APPT REASON FOR 
� DEPARTMENT f.illi 1J..fil !ill RATE � £!!§ 2' mi iE! CHANGE 
PLACEMENTS 
Hall, Priscilla Mathematica CS-05 Senior Secretary 12/16/91 519,934 519,934 o.ox 100 8 f Placement from 
leave 
McDonald, Marsha Academic Affairs CS-05 Senior Secretary 10/25/91 518,496 519,560 5 .BX 100 II f Placement from 
Leave 
Nanry, John Custodial FH-06 Custodian 11/25/91 521,351 521,351 o.ox 100 II N Placement Per 
Grievance 
Settlement 
SALARY OORRECTIOIIS 
Tinney, Kathleen O. Executive Division AP-13 Assistant Vice 09/13/91 570, 195 573,705 5X 100 II F Teq>0rary 
President Adjustment for 
Added 
Rea pons I bil I ty 
Grubaugh, Harold Housing/Dining PT·05 Acting Custodial 10/30/91 $22,419 $23,480 4.7X 100 II N Rate Change Per 
Foreperson PT Contract·10X 
Above Rule 
RET\lrll TO REWLAR 
POSITION 
Ripley, Lawrence A.  University C�ting AP-12 Associate Director 11/18/91 574,768 570,889 (5.2X) 100 II N Return to 
University C�ting Regular Position 
Kinloch, Nary Elaine Financial Aid PT-09 Assistant Director 11/02/91 534,304 $32,496 (5.3X> 100 8 F Return to 
Operations Regular Position 
Elliott, Jane Financial Aid PT-08 Loans Manager/ Advisor 01/04/92 535,333 $30,348 (16.4X) 100 II F Return to 
Regular Position 
Yoolley, Patricia L. Financial Aid PT-08 SAM Specialist/Advisor 11/02/91 u1,8n 528,295 ( 11.2X) 100 II F Return to 
Regular Position 
Baker, Sandra K. University C�tlng CS-04 Supervising Clerk 02/04/91 519,425 518,501 (5.0X) 100 II F Return to 
Regular Position 
Cha�gne, Julie Student Accounting CS-03 Account Clerk 10/07/91 $15,671 514,932 (5.0X> 100 y F Return to 
Regular Position 
DATE: January 28, 1992 EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY 
BOARD REPORT FOR: 1/28/92 CURRENT PERSONNEL MASTER FILE 
ALPHABETICAL LISTING WITHIN RANK 
RANK/ JOB EFFECTIVE OLD 
IIAHE DEPARTMENT illll !!ill DATE !fil 
ACTING APPOINTMENTS 
Farley, Beverly Developnent AP·11 Acting Associate 12/1/91 S46,318 
Director 
\DllCING WT Of CLASS 
Elliott, Jane Financial Aid AP·10 Acting Associate 11/04/91 S30,348 
Director 
Hurlahe, Kevin M. Registration PT·09 Acting Coordinator 09/23/91 S30,045 
Registration 
Kaliszuk, James Physical Plant PT·07 COllf)Uter Systems Adnln. 07/01/91 $22,988 
Kaliszuk, James Physical Plant PT·07 COllf)Uter Systems Adnln. 04/15/91 $21,893 
Grlbaugh, Harold Housing/Dining PT·05 Acting Custodial 06/17/91 $21,351 
Foreperson 
Tee, Patricia Academic Advising CS·06 Adninlstrative 10/23/91 $19,804 
Secretary 
Saker, Sandra K. University COllf)Utfng CS·05 Senior Secretary 05/07/90 118,501 
Gundry, Susan Leadership end CS·05 Senior Secretary 11/11/91 $16,578 
Counseling 
Gutzman, Paula Ann Student Teaching CS·05 Senior Secretary 10/08/91 $16,578 
Perry, Cheryl A. Academic Advising CS·04 Secretary II 11/06/91 S14,932 
E�loyee adjusted for working out of class two grades (PT·08 to AP·10). 
2 E8')loyees have been adjusted to the minin,.in of the next pay grade. 
Page 9 
STATUS CHANGES 
OTHER PERSONNEL ACTIONS 
NE" I APPT REASON FOR 
!fil ill ! � If! CHANGE 
$50,088 8.11 100 " f Acting 
Appointment 
$35,3331 16.41 100 " f "orking out of 
Class 
S31,546 51 100 " M "orktng out of 
Class 
$24, 137 51 100 " M Working out of 
Class 
S23, 186 5.9X 100 " F Working out of 
Class 
$22,419 51 100 " M Working out of 
Class 
$20,794 51 100 " f Working out of 
Class 
$19,425 51 100 " F Working out of 
Class 
$18,4242 11. 11 100 " F Working out of 
Class 
$18,4244 11.11 100 " F "orking out of 
Class 
S16,3044 9.21 100 " F Working Out of 
Class 
DATE: January 28, 1992 EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY Page 10 
BOARD REPORT FOR: 1/28/92 CURRENT PERSONNEL MASTER FILE STATUS CHANGES 
ALPHABETICAL LISTING WITHIN RANK OTHER PERSONNEL ACTIONS 
RANK/ JOB EFFECTIVE OLD NEW I APPT REASON FOR 
pEPARTMENT illll llill. Plli. !fil RATE m ! !!£( m � 
GRANT RENEUALS 
Jemings, Gwyme CORR AP-09 Program Adninistrator 11/15/91 $34,755 $34,755 o.ox 100 w F Grant Renewal 
Deguzman, Cheryl Chemistry PT-05 Research Assistant 01/02/92 $10,210 $10,210 o.ox 50 H F Grant Renewal 
Depa, Michael Chemistry PT-05 Research Assistant 01/02/92 $10,746 $10,746 0.01 50 w M Grant Renewal 
Gil lman, Joan A. Foreign Languages CS-04 Secretary II 01/02/91 $ 9,794 $ 9,794 o.ox 50 w F Grant Renewal 
Mosley, Cheryl A.  Corporate Services CS·04 Secretary II 10/01/91 $19,882 $19,882 0.01 100 w F Grant Renewal 
Au, June M. Corporate Services PT·08 Program Coordinator 10/01/91 $32,867 $32,867 o.ox 100 w F Grant Renewal 
Christopher, Cordelia Corporate Services PT-08 Program Coordinator 10/01/91 $32,867 $32,867 o.ox 100 " f Grant Renewal 
I 
,'-J 
I APPOIITIIEIT PERCENTAGE 
CHANGE 
Good, Mary Beth University Health PT-08 Nurse Practitioner 10/21/91 $31,140 $15,570 (SOX) 50 w F 100X to SOX 
Services 
Bauer, Jil l  Ame ISCF PT-06 Coordinator 01/03/92 $12,706 $25,412 50X 100 w F SOX to 100X 
Institute Projects 
Deguzman, Cheryl Chemistry PT-05 Research Assistant 08/24/91 $19,448 $10,210 (451) 50 H f •  100X to 50X 
, Contracted Wage 
Increase 
Ulrich, Hol ly A. Children's  Institute PT-05 Head Teacher 10/29/91 $19, 143 $ 9,572 (50X) 50 w F 100X to 50X 
Walker, Patricia M .  foreign Languages CS-04 Secretary II 12/02/91 $16,863 $12,647 (25X) 75 w F 100X to 75X 
Walker, Patricia M. Foreign Languages CS-04 Secretary II 01/02/92 $12,647 $ 8,432 (25X) 50 w F 751 to 50X 
Charmers, Kevin S. Custodial FM-06 Custodian 09/16/91 $12,982 $ 6,491 (50X) 50 B M 1oox to 50X 
Endicott, Lisa Custodial FH-06 Custodian 09/16/91 $ 7,889 s15,n9 SOX 100 " F 50X to 100X 
Roulo, Jeffrey Custodial FH-06 Custodian 11/11/91 $12,982 $ 6,491 (50X) 50 " M 100X to 50X 
Sanchez, Angela L. Custodial FH-06 Custodian 09/16/91 $12,982 $ 6,491 (50X) 50 " F 100X to SOX 
I 
N 
f....i 
I 
::::: 
0 
r1' 
f-J• 
C"l 
QI 
"1 
"1 �· 
� 
c:i. . 
DATE: January 28, 1992 
BOARD REPORT FOR: 1/28/92 
ALPHABETICAL LISTING WITHIN RANK 
RANK/ 
IIAHE DEPARTMENT ill.ll 
APPOIIITMEIIT PERCENTAGE 
CHANGE 
Stewart ,  Bemle Custodial fH·06 
Yym, Benita Custodial FH-06 
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY Page 1 1  
CURRENT PERSONNEL MASTER FILE STATUS CHANGES 
OTHER PERSONNEL ACTIONS 
JOB EFFECTIVE OLD NEY I APPT REASON FOR 
lll!1 P!R !.lli !!II ill I !!ll Ill � 
Custodian 08/26/91 $12,982 $ 6,491 (501) 50 B " 100X to 501 
Custodian 11/26/91 $12,982 $ 6,491 (501) 50 B f 1001 to 501 
IAT E :  March 24 , 19',2 EASTERN MICHIGAN UN IVER S I TY 
IOARO REPOAT FOR : l/24/92 CURRENT PERSONNEL MASTER F I L E  
,1 PHABE T I CAI l l S I I NG U I I H I N  RANK 
RANK/ JOB EffECl lVE OLD NEW x 
� DEPARTMENT £ill� !!!!! � @ATE lli1 f!!Ji 
Condon, Ui l l i am Uni ver s i ty C""'1Ut ing PT -07 Progranmer Analyst  1 1/26/91 S24,675 S26, 155 6.0X 
Qr i ff I th ,  l imolhy Account ing PT -06 Accountant I 09/01/91 S20, 701 S21 ,965 6.0X 
�uLlnette, Georg ine Academic A f fa i rs CC-06 Adnini strat Ive 02/03/92 S18,7l4 S19,671 5 .0X 
Personnel O f f ice Secretary 
6undry, Susan L eadersh ip  & Comsel ing CS-05 Senior Secretary 12/09/91 $16,578 $17,407 5 .0X 
1-ul lmen, Poul a Student Teach ing CS-05 Senior Secretory 01/20/92 $16,578 S17,407 5 . 0X 
llloore, Vicky  Control ler ' s  Of f i ce CS·OS Senior Secretory 12/09/91 S16,578 $17,407 5 .0X 
Pah l ,  Pat r i c i a  E°"loyment/Af f i rma t i ve CS -05 Senior Secretory Ol/02/92 S16,578 S17,407 5.0X 
Act i on 
I rv ine,  L i se ACCOll'lt s Peyobl e CS·04 Senior Accomt Clerk 01/06/92 $14,932 S15 ,679 5 .0X 
I 
I 
Page 1 
STATUS CHANGES 
PROl40T I ONS 
APPT REASON FOR 
! @!ff H! 9!!l!.!l{ 
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DAlE: March 24, 1992 EASTERN M ICH I GAN UNIVERSl lY Page 2 
BOARD REPORl FOR ; l/24/92 CURRENl PERSONNEL HASlER F ILE SlAlUS CHANGES 
ALPHABEl lCAL L IST I NG IIITH IN  RANK IIAGE INCREASES 
PER CONlRACl 
RANK/ JOB EFFECT I VE OLD NEW x APPT REASON FOR 
NAME DEPARTMENl £!.ill !!ill � !lli. !lli. £!!§ l !lli ll! � 
Farmer, Dawn LR&l/Media CS·06 A<hlnistrative 02/23/92 $19,859 S20,188 1 .6X1 100 " f Promotional 
Secretary Increase 
Bet t ers, Colleen Financial A id  CS-05 Account Specialist 12/10/92 S 9,277 S 9,370 1 .ox1 050 " F Promotional 
I ncrease 
Holley, Robin Park ing & Paving CS-05 AccolXlt Specialist 02/17/92 S17,745 S18,424 3 .7X1 100 B f Promotional 
Increase 
R ffll.J9 , J ii I Equity Programs CS·05 Senior Secretary 12i31/91 S17,408 $18,424 5.ex1 100 " F Promotional 
Increase 
B ill lngs, Joyce Corporate Services CS-04 Secretary I I  12/02/91 $14,674 S16, 304 1ox2 100 " F Probation 
Increase 
I Caatellese, Carlene Perking & Paving CS·04 Safety Dispatcher 01/01/92 S14,674 S16,304 1ox2 100 " f Probation 
Increase 
I 
Jones, lemela financial Aid CS-04 Data Entry Clerk 'I I 01/29/92 S1S,8l0 $16,304 2 .9X1 100 B f Promotional 
I ncrease 
McHlchael, Pamela Continuing Education CS·04 Senior Account Clerk 12/31/91 S15,983 $16,304 2.ox1 100 " f Promotional 
Increase 
H iller, Matthew Corporate Education CS-04 Secretary 1 1  02/03/92 $15,679 $16, 304 3.9X1 100 " " Promotional 
Center Increase 
Scherwl tz, Susan LR&l/Llbrary CS-04 Library Assistant 02/03/92 S14,674 $16,304 1ox2 100 " f Probation 
I I  Increase 
111 1 l lems, EIIIIIB Student leaching CS-04 Secretary I I  12/21/91 $14,674 $16,304 1ox2 100 B f Probation 
I ncrease 
Grant; I le Cashier ' s  Of fice CS·Ol Cashier 01/15/92 S13, 216 $14,685 1ox2 100 " f Probation 
Increase 
Hobson, Belinda University Health CS-03 Account Clerk 02/1 2/92 $13,216 $14,685 10x2 100 B f Probation 
Services I ncrease 
1 Step increase per Clerical/Secretarial contract for promotions . 
2 . Clerical Secretarial efll)loyees moving from probationary to mininain rate of appropriate paygrade . 
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BOARD REPORT FOR: 3/24/92 QJRRENT PERSONNEL MASTER FILE STATUS CHANGES 
ALPHABETICAL LIST I NG �I THIN RANK WAGE I NCREASES 
PER CONTRACT 
RANK/ JOB EFFECTIVE OLD NEW x APPT REASON FOR 
DEPARTMENT ill!! I.J!ll DATE !ill @ATE ru I � m � 
Koerber, Dama C11hler 11 Office CS-03 Cashier 01/15/92 S13,216 S14,685 1ox2 100 " F Probation 
lncre11e 
Durh•, L1wrence HOUlll"III FM-21 Pl Inter 12/27/91 S21,957 S26,1n 16.1x3 100 " N Step 1 
Chllllber1, Kev in  CuatocU1l FM-06 Custodl1n 01/25/92 S12 ,982 S15,779 17.nl 100 I N Step 1 
Gentry, Ch1rl le Custodl1l FN-06 Custodl1n 01/28/92 S15,779 S17, 177 a.1x3 100 I N Step 2 
lloulo, Jeff Cuatodl1l FN-06 Custodl1n 01/27/92 S12 ,982 S15,779 17.7X3 100 " N Step 1 
Strl111pel, llus1e l l  Cuatodl1l FN-06 Custodl111) 01/24/92 S12 ,982 S15,779 17.rxl 100 " N Step 1 
3 Step l�re11se per AFSCNE contr1ct. 
>Alf: March 24, 1992 
lOARO REPORT FOR: 3/24/92 
,LPHABEJICAL LISTING IIITH IN  RANK 
� 
Massingil l,  Judith 
Schindler, Katherine 
I 
N 
...... 
I 
DEPARTMENT 
Records, Registration 
& Advising 
Mathematics 
RANK/ 
llill 
Pl-07 
CS-04 
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY 
CURRENT PERSONNEL MASTER FILE 
JOB EFFECTIVE OLD 
!!.!il Qill !fil 
Teacher 10/ 10/91 $22,017 
Certification 
Specialist 
Secretary 1 1  12/ 1 1 /91  $14,932 
Page 4 
STATUS CHANGES 
RECLASSIFICATIONS 
NEii x APPT REASON FOR 
!.ill g!§ ! !lli. ill � 
$24,000 9.0X 100 " F Recl assification 
$16,304 9 .21 100 " Recl assification 
DATE : March 24, 1992 
BOARD REPORT fOA : 3/24/92 
UPHABET ICAL L I ST I NG II ITH IN  RANK 
A l l en, Laura 
Sime, Mary 
Frhble, Sheila 
Brown, M111t lne 
Rice,  Dorothy 
Roulo, Jeffery 
l 
� 
QO 
I 
DEPARTMENT 
Physical Plant 
Registration 
Accounting 
Housing/Dining 
Dining Services 
Physical Plant 
RANK/ 
illll 
CS·04 
CS·03 
CS·03 
FM·06 
FM·06 
FM-06 
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY 
CURRENT PERSONNEL MASTER FILE 
J06 EFFECTIVE OLD 
!!ill mt @ATE 
Secretary 1 1  03/09/9Z S16,578 
Clerk 01/20/9Z S15,076 
Account Clerk 01/0Z/9Z S14,93Z 
Custodian OUZ5/9Z SZ1 ,351 
Cook 01/03/92 S21,351 
Custodian 1 1/26/91 S 6,491 
Page 5 
STATUS CHANGES 
LATERAL TRANSFERS 
NEY x APPT REASON FOR 
RATE 91§ ! @ACE ill � 
S16,578 ox 100 ., f Lateral Transfer 
S15,076 ox 100 ., f Lateral Transfer 
S14,93Z ox 100 ., f Lateral Transfer 
SZ1,351 ox 100 B F Lateral Transfer 
S21,351 . ox 100 ., F Lateral Transfer 
S 6 , 491 ox 050 ., M Lateral Transfer 
DATE : Much 24 , 1992 EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSI JY Page 6 
BOARD REPORT FOR : l/24/92 CURRENT PERSONNEL MASTER F ILE SlAlUS CHANGES 
ALPHABETICAL LISTING "ITHIN RANK OTHER PERSONNEL 
ACTIONS 
RANK/ JOB EFFECTIVE OLD NEW x APPT REASON FOR 
NAME DEPARTMENT llill !!ill Qfil !fil !fil 9!!i ! RACE .m � 
GRMT IEl8MLS 
J�lng11 , Gwyne CORR AP·09 Program 01/01/92 S34,755 S34,755 ox 100 w F Grant Renewal 
Aaninistrator 
W l encek , Pe�gy Taylor COlmUllity Action PT·08 Assistant Project 11/15/91 $14,596 S14,596 ox 050 w F Grant Renewal 
Grant Director 
lfTlltll TO RE� 
POSITIO. 
Tee, Purlcle Academic Advising CS·04 Secretary I I  01/09/92 S20,794 S19,804 (5 .0X) 100 w F Return to Regular 
Position 
Pefl'Y, Cheryl Academic Advising CS-03 Secretary 01/09/92 S16,304 $14,932 (8.4X> 100 w F Return to Regular 
Position 
I 
COIRECT PAYIATE 
Brown, Ronald African American AP-13 Acting Department 01/02/92 S41,392 S55,052 33.3X4 100 B M Correct Payrate 
Studies Deportment Head 
Devine, Elton College of Business AP-13 Associate Dean 07/01/91 S89,259 S90, 134 1 . or.5 100 w M Correct Payrate 
8el ler1 ,  Colleen f inancial Aid CS·OS Account Specialist 08/13/91 S 9,212 s 9,2n .07X 050 w F Correct Payrate 
Newhouse ,  franklin Physical Plant FM-22 Material Management 02/05/92 S24,962 S33, 164 24. ,x5 100 w M Correct Payrate 
Worker 
4 from regular faculty men'ber to acting department head. 
5 Salary change 'as result of grievance resolution. 
:x DATE: March 24, 1992 EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY Page 7 
0 BOARD REPORT FOR : 3/24/92 CURRENT PERSONNEL MASTER FILE STATUS CHANGES 
M' ALPHABET ICAL L IST ING �ITHIN RANK OTHER PERSONNEL 
I-'• ACTIONS 
�  RANK/ JOB EFFECTIVE OLD NEW x APPT REASON FOR 
� DEPARTMENT � !!..ill Qfil !ill !ill 9!i I � ll! � 
I-'• 
APPOINTMENT PERCENTAGE 
CIIAIIGE 
Johnson, Lorraine Univers i ty Heal th PT·08 Staff Pharmacist 01/02/92 S28, 176 537,5611 33.3X 100 " F 75X to 100X 
Services 
Kremer, �ecky Cont inuing Education CS·D4 Graduate Adnisaiona 02/17/92 S 9,662 S14,493 25.0X 075 " f 50X to 75X 
Clerk 
Rodriguez, George Intercol legiate FM·12 Athlet ic  faci l i t i es 01/07/92 S18,617 S 9,308 (50X) 050 H N 100X to 50X 
Athlet ics Attendant 
Strine, Deborah Dining Services FM-06 Cook 01/06/92 $19,430 S14 ,946 (30X) 070 " f 100X to 70X 
Dl:MOJION 
(33 .8X)6 100 Davie, Gery Custodial FH-06 Custodian 12/23/91 $32,267 $21,351 " " Demotion 
ACTING APPOINTMENT 
Doyle, Patr i ck J .  Business and F lnonce AP- 15 Act ing V.P.  for 04/01/92 $65,000 S77,541 19.3X
7 100 " N Act ing 
Bus iness l f l1111nce Appointment 
McKenzie, Sue University  Development AP- 10 Act ing Ass istant 01/01/92 537,921 S39,817 5.0X 100 w F Act ing 
Director Appointment 
6 Resul t  of memorandun of understanding. 
7 Sal ary based on minilll.Q of .AP-15 pay range. 
DA I E :  March 24 , 1992 
BOARD REPORI FOR : 03/24/92 
AlPHABE T I CAL L I ST I NG IJ I I H I N  RAN� 
� 
Ii i  ,hop, Nodeen 
Easto,  Pat r i ck 
l v,rn, Marsha l l  
81:,;h · Bacel i s ,  Jean 
Green, l'hyl l i :.  
li l l l eun� .  k11tt al cr,1 
Hn,11 1 tl ,  R oul  
S111 m•lc l , Oor 1 on 
I 
I 
Oar- I an, Rost"11w1ry 
Good, Mary Beth 
Ual ��r , Ann 
l aet l' ,  V i rg i n i a  
Che l f ,  S tnrcy 
Gardne-r,  Suson 
Decker,  GI ennn 
Iii 1 1  i oms, Esther 
DEPAR IMENI 
C riyl i sh 
SAC 
Cn9I i sh 
Honogemrnt 
IIL CR 
RANK; 
illll 
PROF 
PROF 
PROF 
ASS! 
ASS! 
N11, ,, in9 £d11c:ot i on  ASS I 
!;u(_ t u l  uo, k ASSI 
l l1 1 1 vcrs i t y AP · 14 
Mnrke t i n9 & 
st .. lent A f f a i rs 
Spcc i nl l d•oc •t i on  P l - 09  
Sp<•ec h & Henr i 119 
C l in ic  
Uni ver s i t y  Hul th Pl · OO 
Ser v i c es 
1 t1 1 i vc1 s i t y  PT - 07 
Cooput i ng 
Cent er for PT·  06 
Ent repr eneursh ip 
Univers i t y P1 ·05 
H,u ke-t  ing 
Uni vers i ty Pl - 05 
Conferences 
1:hi l drens Center P T - 03 
Groduote  School CS -06 
EASTERN MICHIGAN U� I VERS I I Y 
CURREN! PERSONNEL MASTER F I LE  
JOB 
Professor 
Professor 
Professor 
Ass i st unt Professor 
Ass i s t ont Professor 
Ass i s t unt Prof essor 
Ass i s t ont Prufc!)sor 
As�oc i otc V ice  
Pres ident 
START 
ill! 
01 /02/92 
01/02/92 
01 /02/92 
09/01/91 
01/02/92 
06/28/91 
01/02/92 
12/23/91 
END 
!!..lli. 
04/26/92 
04/26/92 
12/ 1 1 /92 
05/01/92 
04/26/92 
04/26/92 
04/26/92 
03/23/92 
Cl i nicu l  s,.,ervi sor 12/:Sl/91 · 02/ 12/92 
Nurse Proc t i t i or>er/ 02/21/92 
Hcu l th l duc n t or 
l'royrn11111cr/Ano l ys t  1 1  01/18/92 
Research Assoc i ate  02/01/92 
A,•ni n i s t rot  i ve/ 01/16/92 
Hurkc t i n9 Ass i s t ant 
Cater i ng/Sales 
Represent at i ve 
Ass i s tont teacher/ 
Pr imory Caregi ver 
A<in i n i s t rut i vc 
Secretary 
12/16/91 
02/01/92 
01/01/92 
03/01/92 
04/ 1 7/92 
03/14/92 
03/01/92 
02/02/92 
05/02/92 
12/11 /92 
PAY APPi 
!!.ill. ! 
S48, 354 100 
S48,961 100 
S47,847 100 
S31 , 085 100 
s:ss . 786 100 
U4, 522 100 
$16,934 100 
S83, 715 100 
U4 , 729 100 
115, 570 100 
$32 , 31 2  100 
$21 ,420 100 
$19,845 100 
S22, 371 100 
$15 ,258 100 
S24 ,499 100 
Hill ill 
" f 
" " 
" " 
" 
" 
" 
" " 
" " 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" f 
" f 
II. 
B 
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REASON FOR 
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Personal le•ve 
Personal luve 
Kediul leave 
Professional le•ve 
PersoNl le•ve . 
EdJcat ion•l le•ve 
Profess ional leove 
Medical leave 
Kedic•l leave 
Extend Personal l eave 
Extend Kedic•l  l eave 
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DAT E :  March 24, 1992 EASTERN M ICH IGAN UNIVERSITY PAGE : 2 
BOARD REPORT FOR : Ol/24/92 CURRENT PERSONNEL MASTER  FILE LEAVE Of ABSE NCES 
ALPHABE T I CAL L I ST I NG W I T � I N  RANK 
RANK/ JOB START END PAY APPT REASON FOR 
DEPART MENT illll !!!ll Q!!f !!If !!If ! � ill 91!!!§! 
C llffl)be 1 1  , Kathy Accou,ts Payable CS-05 ACCOl.Wlt Spec i el l st 01/02/92 06/01/92 S18,913 100 " f Extend Medical leave 
Dees, Toni Student Teachi ng  CS-05 Sen ior Secretary 12/21/91 Ol/22/92 S21 , 653 100 " f Extend Union Leave 
f I kea, Cor ine Heal th Services CS-05 Accou,t Spec ial i s t  12/24/91 03/23/92 S21 , 653 100 " F Extend Medi cal  leave 
He l ser, Debbie  Academic Af fa irs cs-05 Sen ior  Secretary 01/ 18/92 03/02/92 S19,796 100 " f Medical Leave 
Hu,t, Cher i  ene Strateg i c  CS-05 Senior Secretary 1 2/04/91 03/04/92 S25,004 100 " F Personal Leave 
P l uming 
Stocco, l i nda Elll)I oyment/ CS -05 Senior Personnel 1 1/27/91 05/26/92 S19,096 100 " F Extend Medical Leave 
A f f i rmat i ve Act i on  C l erk 
I 
w A l l en, Lynet t e  Engl i sh CS-04 Secretary I I  10/23/91 03/07/92 S16,578 100 " F Extend Personal Leave 
I Coryel l ,  Cal i s ta  Hanagement CS-04 Secretary I I  02/10/92 04/10/92 S1 1 ,479 050 w F Personal Leave 
Keeton, Kel l y  Student loans CS - 04 Senior  Account C lerk 01/14/92 02/25/92 S16,578 100 w F Medi cal leave 
l II y , l ll<ffllY Economics CS-04 Secretary I I  01/02/92 04/02/92 S10,284 050 w F Chi ld Care leave 
McCef fer ty, Les l ey Of f io:e o f  CS-04 Secretary I I  02/14/92 05/ 13/92 S 8,289 050 w F Extend Personal leave 
Pres i dent 
Chlllff)Ggne, Jul i e Student CS·Ol Account C lerk 01/24/92 G4/03/92 S14,932 100 w F Medi cal leave 
Account ing 
Bul l ard, Ph i l l ip Phys ical Plant F M - 21 Carpenter 12/09/91 02/09/92 S32, 267 100 w . H Worker ' s  C�nsat i on 
Merr i t t ,  Howard Phys ical P l ant F M-21 P luit>er 01/07/92 03/01/92 S32,267 100 w M Extend Worker ' s  C�nsat i on  
Pittman, C l yde Phys ical P lant F M-21 Pluit>er 01/01/92 05/01/92 S30,n2 100 w H Extend Worker ' s  COll1)ensat i on  
Russ , St onley E l ec t r ical FH-21 E l ec t r i c ian 01/15/92 04/30/92 S32, 267 100 w M Personal leave 
Wash i ngton, Hous ing FH-14 fac i l i t i es Ha int . 01/13/92 02/16/92 $23 ,859 100 8 H Personal leave 
Theodore Worker 
Johnson, Ar l ene Uni vers i ty Stores FH· ll  Dr i ver/ 01/01/92 03/31/92 S23 , 167 100 w F Extend Worker's  COll1)ensat i on  
Warehouseperson 
g: DATE : Mer c h  24 , 1992 EASTERN M ICH I GAN UN I VERS I TY PAGE : l 
l"t BOARD REPORT FOR : Ol/24/92 CURRENT PERSONNEL MASTER FILE LEAVE OF ABSENCES .... ALPHABE T I CAL L I ST I NG " I T H I N  RANK 
n RANK/ JOB START END PAY APPT REASON FOR 
11 � DEPART MENT � !!ill. Q!!f !!!{ @ATE ! Pill � 9!!!fil 11 .... 
Se l l ers, Dele  Custodia l  f M-06 Custodian 01/21/92 04/20/92 S21 ,351 100 " M Extend Personal leave r:i.. . 
Gregg, Cheryl Custodial  F M-06 Custodian 12/16/91 02/03/92 S21 ,351 100 " F Personal leave 
Heyes, Joy D ining Services F M - 06 Cook 01/01/92 01/05/92 S21 ,351 100 " F Extend "orker •s  C�nsatton 
Jones , Cynth i a  Hous i ng  FM-06 Custodian 01/06/92 02/29/92 S21 ,351 100 " f "orker •s  C�nsat ion 
Math ieu ,  Heather Phys ical P lant fM-06 Custodian 1 1/16/91 12/15/91 S21 ,351 100 " f Extend "orker •s  C�nsat i on 
Moore, Sherr i Phys i cal P lant F M-06 Custodian 01/01/92 01/07/92 S15 , 779 100 " f Extend "orker •s  C�nsat i on  
Phl l l  lps , Relph Housi ng & D ining f M-06 Pot & Pan Ut i l i ty 1 2/1 1/91 Ol/15/92 S21 ,35 1  100 " M "orker • s  C�nsat ion 
I Servi ces 
I 
St innette ,  Terc l l i s  Custodial FM -06 Custodian 12/16/91 02/23/92 S15 , 779 100 B M Extend Personal Leave 
"oods , Lucy Phys i cal P lant f M -06 Custodian 12/14/92 01/20/92 S21 ,351 100 B F "orker • s  CIJlll)ensat i on 
rt .... 
DA IE : March 74 , 1992 
� BOARD REPOII I F OR :  0]/24/92 
� AI PHAUE l lCAl I I S I ING  Ul l H I N  RAN� 
� .... 
l'D 
Q. 
� 
Cn11,erc, l dwnrd 
A l dr Hl!J�. A l e  11. 1 !'. 
Brandt,  Dan i t a  
C l or l r,  t y,v1 
DEPARIMENT 
Ch,·mistry 
lntcnJi5clpl uuu y 
I echnology 
Geogrophy & 
Geol ogy 
Nuf ::.. 1 n,J 
I � s, hml l l ,  u , 1 1  l ute, L o l  l eg i o t e  
Athlrt lcs 
Sl oycr...tl l l c,  Jomes l'ul,l i c  Sofrty 
P l ac �y.  Onv1 • t  A,h i s s i ons 
Mt 1 1  c1 , lor on t:orporate ( duc at t on 
Center 
Krml i1,g, Cother in., Deon of  [ducat I on  
H l nson- Harvry, Cynthia Graduate School 
6 l chol u ,  Sheryl Pul>I ic Safety 
Burgo, Dan i e l  Custodial  
Propps . J11hw.on Cus t od i a l  
l h01118S, Kuthy Cu,tod1ol  
AANK/ 
rr�� 
l'Rllf 
ASSC 
ASSC 
ASSI 
AC - U  
PS-01  
f> l - 09 
1 ' 1 - 06 
CS-06 
CS-05 
CS-04 
FM-06 
I M - 06 
F M - 06 
EASI ERN M I CH I GAN UN IVE R S I I Y  
CURAENI l'ERSONNEL MASTER F I LE  
JOO 
!.!.ill 
Pro lessor 
Assoc i ate Prole>sor 
Assoc i ate Professor 
Ass i s tont Professor 
As::.. i s t uut Couc. h 
Sergeont, Conp,s 
Pol Ice 
E f f ECJ l,E 
illf 
04/10/92 
12/31/91 
12/13/91 
12/]1/91 
02/ 10/92 
12/04/91 
A>s i s t ant D i rector, 03/ 1 3/92 
Enrol lment Convers i on 
Au 0t•ttunl I 12/01/91 
A,,ninis t rat i ve 12/11/91 
Sccrct ery 
Senior Secretary 
Safety O i spotcher 
Custodian 
Cu,todion 
cu,todion 
1 2/21/91 
12/31/91 
1 21 1 3/91 
031 15/92 
12/13/91 
PAY 
Rill 
'61 , 481 
S48,431  
Sl5 , ]I,] 
$]4 ,472 
S4 I ,  ll2 
03, 884 
'15 , 506 
S22, 050 
$29, 509 
$19, 796 
APPi 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
SIB,008 100 
Sl2,982 100 
S21 , 351  100 
$12,982 100 
!!lli. ll! 
" H 
" 
" 
" f 
" " 
" " 
" " 
" 
" 
" 
" F 
" " 
B " 
II 
REASON FOR 
9!!!fil 
Ret i ring 
(28 Yeor$) 
Another Pos i t ion 
Another Pos i t i on  
Health Reasons 
Another Pos i t ion 
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.4515M FINANCE COMMITTEE MONTHLY REPORT 
Section 12 
Regent Robb moved and Regent Clifton seconded that the Working Agenda for 
March 24, 1992 and the minutes for January 28, 199� be received and placed 
on fil e .  
Motion Carried. 
.4516M 1993-94 GENERAL FUND SCHOLARSHIPS, ATHLETIC  AID AND AWARDS 
Section 13 
Regent Robb moved and Regent Incarnati seconded that the Board of Regents 
approve the 1993-94 General Fund Scholarships, Athl etic Aid and Awards for 
$4, 166,557. 
Motion Carried. 
. 4517M 1992-93 UNIVERSITY HOUSING AND DINING SERVICES RATES 
Section 14 
Regent Robb moved and Regent Incarnati seconded that the Board of Regents 
approve the proposed 1992-93 University Housing and Dining Services rates, 
effective. Jul y 1, 1992 for apartments and rental properties, and fall 
semester 1992 for residence halls. 
Motion Carried. 
. 4518M EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION "STRATEGIC ACTION PLAN" 
Section 15 
Regent Robb moved and Regent DeMatt i a seconded that the Board of Regents 
authorize the transfer of the endowment as l isted in Exhibit A of the 
"Transfer Agreement", and further authorize the President of the University 
to sign the agreement between Eastern Michigan University and the Eastern 
Michigan University Foundation contingent upon an amendment to the 
Foundation's Articl es of Incorporation and Bylaws requiring that no 
amendment to Section 2.04 of the Byl aws occur without the unanimous vote of 
all Foundation Trustees then in office. 
Motion Carried. 
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.4519M EDUCATIONAL POLICIES COMMITTEE MONTHLY REPORT 
Section 16 
Regent DeMattia moved and Regent Robb seconded that the Educational 
Pol icies Committee Agenda for March 24, 1992 and the Minutes of January 28 , 
1992 be received and pl aced on file. 
Motion Carried. 
.4520M SMOKING POLICY 
Section 17 
Regent DeMatt i a moved and Regent Robb seconded that the Board of Regents 
approve the proposed revision· to the University Smoking pol icy. 
EffectiveD� Date of Frevisiare-
Chapter Name· 
Policies, Rules 
and Regulations 
ChapterNo::... Page: 
EMPLOYMENT/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION 
: I 
Issue 
SMOltING POLICY 
POLICY STATEMENT : 
It i s  the pol icy o f  Eastern �ichigan Univers ity to promote the 
health and well-being of employees , students and campus vis itors . 
In compl iance with the Michigan Clean Indoor Air Act of  1 978 , as 
amended , campus fac i l ities shall be  cons idered smoke- f:::-ee en­
vironments with smoking prohib ited throughout all  buildings 
unl ess areas are specifically designaeed _ otherwis e . 
UNIVERSITY PRACTICE : 
University prac�ices to i�plemene and administer this pol icy in­
clude : 
1 .  Communicating to all 
st ipul a t ions  of the 
taeion programs ; 
new employees and studenes the 
p o :  icy as a p art o f  o r i en-
2 .  C o r:imun i c a t i n g  the  p c l i = y r e gu l a r l y  t o  c u r r e n t  
emp l oyees and studen�s � i a  canpus bul letin boards and 
publ icai:icns such as �::e ?CCt:S :::xu and the :::asi:ern 
EC�O . The :::nivers i�y �ealt:: Ser,ices depart:::ene is 
available to provide s:::cke:::-s �it:: inf:r:::aeion on cessa­
ti:n prcgrans , if  necessa:::-7 : 
3 .  Posi:ing pr::::inent s ig:-:s :.ndicaeing that  smoJ<ing is 
pr:::hib ited excepe in ies :g:-:aeed areas . Des ignaeed 
smcking areas will  also  = e  �arked by prominene s igns : 
and 
� - Spec ial  ccns ijerai: i:::n  � i : :  =e ;iven to those  pers ons 
who have a hy;erse�s i�i�:.�7 �= �==ace::: smoke . 
,,._Na::.... Dow-., . '- . -"'19� ,,CF� • .. �· • • • • • • 
EMPLOTIU:NT/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION 
, j 
Issue:. _.. .- . . . . . -· . . . 
SMOKING PO LICY 
RESPONSIBILITY : 
The Pres ident o f  the Univers ity has overal l  respons ibi lity for 
promoting an environment that is in compliance with the clean air 
legislation o f  the stat:e . Vice Pres ident:s , deans , depart::::ent: 
heads and directors are . responsible for relaying the pol icy to 
employees and overseeing day-to-day compliance . 
Employee Relations staff  are respons ible for monitoring co::i­
pl iance , investigat:ing cornplaint:s , and recor.r.iending discipl inary 
act:ions associated �ith v iolations of  this pol icy .  
SCOPE OF POLICY COVERAGE : 
The University prohibits smoking in all campus buildings with the 
exceptions noted below . Smoking will be permitted : 
1 .  in private dorm rooms or apartments in University 
res idence halls  and apartments where res idents will 
receive advance notice as to the designation of  such 
facility when applying ; 
2 .  in eating facil ities such as McKenny Union , the Hoyt 
Conference Center and other dining service areas where 
food operations take place . At least one hal f  of  the 
facil ity will be des ignated nonsmo.King . The smoking 
area will be clearly marked as such ; 
3 .  in facil ities that are negotiated and cont=acted for use 
by the general public . These include des ignated meeting 
rooms o f  the Corporate Education Center , McKenny Union , 
the Hoyt Conference Center , and other Univers ity 
fac il ities such as Rynearson Stadium , the Huron Gol f  
Club , and Bowen Field House . 
( NOTE : Restrooms , hallways , corri dors , lobbi es/entryways and 
stairwells  are NONSMOKING areas . )  
The pol icy appl ies to all  Cnivers ity employees ,  students and campus 
vis itors . Violators may face discipl inary actions and/or expuls ion 
from the campus . 
RATIONALE FOR CREATION OR REVISION : 
Thi s  po� icy has been revised to br�ng the Univers ity in�o 
compliance with Michigan ' s  Clean :ndocr .�c� ( S ection 12 6 0 5  of 
Pub l ic Ac� 3 6 8 of 1 9 7 8 ) , as amended . 
Motion Carried . 
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.4521M STATUS REPORT O CULTY RECRUI 
Section 18 
Regent DeMattia moved and Regent Robb seconded that the Board of Regents 
accept and pl ace on fi l e  the status report on faculty recru i tment for 1992-
93. 
Moti on Carri ed . 
. 4522M 1992-93 SABBATICAL LEAVES 
Secti on 19 
Regent DeMatti a  moved and Regent Robb seconded that the Board of Regents 
accept and pl ace on fi l e  the Report on 1992-93 Sabbatical Leaves. 
Two Semester Sabbatical Leaves 
In Rank Order 
Harris, Arthur, English Language and Literature 
Dr. Harris proposes to use his sabbatical year to review Shakespearian literature and prepare 
three manuscripts on expanding new theories of roles of the following female characters in 
Shakespeare plays: 1) Jessica in The Merchant of Venice: 2) Ophelia's role in Hamlet; and. 
3) Isabella in Measure for Measure. 
Ivey, Suzanne, Nursing 
This sabbatical project will address research into special care needs of the advanced Alzheimer· s 
disease patient and their family care givers during late stage dementia. The proposal is an 
outcome of the collaboration between Eastern Michigan University and Catherine McAuley 
Health System in developing the Alzheimer"s Care and Training Center which opened in 
September 1991 .  
Prince, Nancy, Nursing 
As a faculty member with exrensive experience in delivery room nursing, Professor Prince 
proposes a research study to compare labor epidural (anesthetic> deliveries with natural childbirth 
on perceived pain and childbirth satisfaction for mothers. fathers. and delivery nurses. 
Gardner. Trevor, Teacher· Education 
Dr. Gardner·s sabbatical year will exrend his previous work in classroom discipline management. 
The research focuses on two basic areas: l )  evaluaoon of 25 years of coun decisions on the 
impact or school discipline in the United States: and. 2) collaboraoon with educators in England 
in assessing the attitudes of teachers and admirustrators wwarcis the last 25 years of coun 
decisions affecting social behavior in schools in that country. 
Nightingale,John, Management 
To develop. enrich. and enhance the international dimensions of the curriculum in business 
management. Professor Nightingale proposes a sabbatical year abroad teaching m Bulgaria and 
in The Netherlands and acquinng first hand knowledge or business in these counoies. The two 
countries are dramatically different in the levei of business development. the former being once 
an Eastern Bloc country. the latter involved in the newiy developing European Economic 
Commuruty. 
Magee, James, Political Science 
Dr . .'.tagee proposes an educaoonal sabbancal leave ID wh.tch he will enroll as a post-doctoral 
student in course work to increase his knowledge ID the area of military history and the history 
and politics of Eastern Europe. This knowiedge .... ,u be formulated into writing new teaching 
units for his courses in Introduction to lnternaoonai Relaoons. The Amencan Foreign Policy 
Process. and Advanced Intemaoonal Relaoons. 
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• Brief Descriptions- Sabbatical Leaves - 1992-1993 
One Semester Sabbatical Leaves 
In Rank Order 
Eshleman, Clayton, English Language and Literature 
For his sabbatical semester, Professor Eshleman will complete a manuscript of poetry, Under 
World Arrest, which has been accepted for publication in 1993. The material for the 
manuscript consists of some 2000 pages of working papers which trace back to 1975. The 
materials will be edited to shape the manuscript which is intended to be approximately 200 pages 
in length. The author is internationally known for his work. 
Paciorek, Michael, Health, Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance 
Dr. Paciorek has proposed to complete a second edition of his widely accepted book, Sports and 
Recreation for the Disabled during his one semester sabbatical leave. The book will examine 
ways in which people with various disabilities can access over fifty sports and recreational 
opportunities. 
Weinstein, Jay, Sociology, Anthropology, Criminology 
"Downriver, U.S .A. " ,  is an applied social research project in the south-suburban Detroit area 
which Dr. Weinstein proposes for his sabbatical semester. This work represents a continuation 
of a project begun in September, 1990 under sponsorship of the City of Taylor. EMU. and 
others. The study will shed light on sociological aspects of the decline of Detroit's auto 
industry. It is also intended to symbolize a community type, with similar feature and histories 
throughout the industrial heartland. 
Schwartz, Ellen, Art 
To date. there has been very little investigation of the image of Jews and other minorities in 
medieval art. Dr. Schwartz proposed study, Encounters With the Other: Depictions of 
Minorities and Their Significance in Medieval Art addresses a vacancy in knowledge 
concerning the status of minorities in medieval society. The results of the work will be 
disseminated in journal articles. exhibition, and in a book on the subject. 
Hourani, Benjamin, Political Science 
The purpose of Dr. Hourani's research sabbatical is to investigate the potential impacts of 
computerization on organizational - life and whether the deployment of computerization may 
contribute to the democratization of the work place. The data has been collected and needs to 
been analyzed. The work is to be included in a book which is in progress and in journal 
articles. 
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• Brief Descriptions- Sabbatical Leaves - 1992-1993 
Kamler, Howard, History and Philosophy. 
For his sabbatical leave semester, Dr. Kamler proposes to complete his book about the role that 
psychological identification plays in forming the self. For many years philosophers and 
psychologists have held that identification with people, objects, and social institutions are a part 
of the normal developmental process. The proposed book will clarify much of what this process 
really is. 
Brown, Ronald, Political Science 
This semester sabbatical leave will support two interrelated research activities, the first of these 
will be an analysis of the data form the 1984-1988 National Black Election Panel Studies 
(NBES), the 1991 Detroit News survey (DNS) on "Who Speaks for Black America? " ,  and the 
1984 and 1988 American Election Studies ANES) . The second activity will be to write a book 
length monograph, Black Religion, The Economic Marginality of Black Males and Church­
Based PoliticalAction. The proposed works btsild on Dr. Brown's previous work over the last 
six years. 
Hammerberg, Gary, Associated Health Professions 
Dr. Hammerberg's sabbatical semester will be both professional development and research. The 
professional development and his research study will be conducted in the area of clinical 
applications in molecular biology, specifically with polymerase chain reaction (PCR) for DNA 
amplification. PCR technology is being used in clinical laboratories mainly for identification 
of infectious agents and congenital disorders. 
Gardiner, Christopher, Mathematics 
Dr. Gardiner proposes to use his sabbatical semester to complete work on mathematics text. 
Optimization: An Introduction which fills a void for a suitable text in this area. The book 
cover topics in the field of optimization which provides methods for solving problems which 
require finding a maximum value or minimum value for a specified quantity . 
Starko, Alane, Teacher Education 
The purpose of this sabbatical work is to facilitate the writing of a text, DevelopingCreativity 
in the Classroom. The text will fill a void in the literature in the area of research and theory 
on creativity and specific classroom strategies for enhancing creativity. The book is intended 
to enhance teacher reflection by serving as a link between research and practice, allowing 
teachers to make decisions about classroom activities based on the available data. 
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• Brief Descriptions- Sabbatical Leaves - 1992-J 993 
Hoft, Hartmut, Computer Science 
Dr. Hoft will use his sabbatical to apply symbolic manipulation programs to 
finite automata, non-deterministic computing processes and their 2- and 3- dimensional 
visualizations. Symbolic manipulation programs provide the researcher with powerful tools to 
guide abstract reasoning and they provide a high level of sophi$tication for rendering 2- and 3-
dimensional visualizations. 
Boyer, Lee, History and Philosophy 
Writing an ethnohistory (merging the disciplines of ethnology and history) will occupy Dr. 
Boyer's sabbatical leave semester. The work will focus on a study of the Sioux and Bannock 
native American cultures in conflict with the Wyoming game preservation efforts from 1890 to 
1903 . The outcomes from the studies will be disseminated at professional meetings in journals. 
Huyvaert, Sarah, Teacher Education 
Dr. Huyvaert proposes to continue and extend her previous work in educational systems analysis 
and computer simulations. The purpose of this particular work is twofold: 1 )  to explore ways 
that computer simulation can be used as a tool of inquiry in education; and, 2) to gain insight 
into the problems associated with the amount of time students spend on classroom learning 
tasks\assignments. 
King, H. Roger, History and Philosophy 
Research and the initial stages of a book length analysis of the six elected governors of the 
seventeenth century Plymouth Colony are the focus of Dr. King's sabbatical proposal. The book 
is expected to be both a biographical study of the men elected to office and an investigation of 
the office of governor itself. Since no modern work of a similar narure exists. Professor King's 
research will fill a knowledge void in the politics and life of early colonial America. 
Tornquist, Wade, Chemistry 
This sabbatical leave research proposes to investigate the effects of applied electric field and 
surface crystal-plane structure on the infrared spectrum of carbon monoxide bonded to 
polycrystalline platinum electrode surfaces. The results of this work will characterize the 
electric field at the surface of an electrode; characterize the strengths and types of bonds which 
exist in adsorbed molecules; determine the importance of surface morphology in electrochemical 
process; and, aid researchers in designing new, more efficient electrocatalysts. 
Saxon, Charles, Operations Research and Information Systems 
This study proposes to develop an application of computer technology to the practice of law . 
Dr. Saxon will use his sabbatical semester to develop and test a computerizable language for 
representing legal rules and cases. Computer software for consrructing and editing 
representations of rules and cases using that language will also be developed. 
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Koike, Shohei, Foreign Languages and Bilingual Studies 
Professor Koike's sabbatical project is designed to produce an English textbook to introduce the 
principles of performing Japanese culture in order to effectively communicate, work, or deal 
with the Japanese. The text will fill a gap in a battery of teaching/learning tools available to 
students learning the Japanese language. Learning the language in the context of Japanese 
culture is essential in appropriately performing both language and cultural behaviors. 
Liu, Stephen, Biology 
The Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences have invited Dr. Liu to revise an outdated text 
in Chinese which was a compilation of his lectures in molecular biology of animal viruses 
delivered in the early 1980's. The new hard cover text of the book is expected to be published 
in 1993. His work have benefits for both his students and colleagues in Taiwan and those here 
at EMU. 
Weymouth-Payne, Ariel, Health, Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance 
As a professor of dance, Professor Weymouth-Payne has established an international exchange 
between herself and the Universidade Tecnica de Lisboa in Portugal. The Center for the 
International Exchange of Scholars (CIES) has approved her for a Fulbright, Fellowship for 
1992-1993 for lecturing and research. The research aspects of the leave concern new 
developments in dance which might be garnered from Professor Weymouth Payne's immersion · 
in the Portuguese ·culture. 
Beal, S. Wood, Learning Resources and Technology 
Professor Beal will compile a companion volume to his previous work, Michigan Local History 
Book Review Index, 1961-1985. The new work will cover the time period of 1917-1960 and 
involves indexing the local history book reviews in four journals. The DetroitHistoricalSociety 
Bulletin, Michigan History, Michigan in Books, and Inland Seas. The index will be arranged 
in the following formats: 1) alphabetically by county; and. 2) alphabetically by the name of the 
community within the Michigan county. 
Duncan, Jeffrey, English Language and Literature 
Professor Duncan's sabbatical project proposes two scripts based on favorite children's stories, 
Pinocchio and The Wind in the Willows. The plays will be produced by the Wild Swan 
Theater of Ann Arbor, a group that has been producing plays for children for over ten years. 
In addition, he will be assisting in the production of a video of Charlotte's Web. 
McGlynn, Paul, English Language and Literature 
A book of poetry will result from Dr. McGlynn's sabbatical semester. During the past few 
years. he has produced a corpus of work consisting of more than 230 poems which will be 
organized for publication. He plans to continue bis writing as well. 
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Camp, Richaurd, Management 
Professor Camp's sabbatical research will focus on an empirical study on interviewer's 
perceptions of panel/team interviews. A theoretical.model �ill be developed based on a review 
of related research as to why team/panel interview·s appear to be an effective method of 
employment selection. Results from the study will be published as well as used to help students 
be better interviewers and interviewees. 
Terry, Janice, History and Philosophy . . 
Professor Terry proposes to use her sabbatical semester to complete the research of primary 
materials for an ongoing study of U.S. foreign policy formation regarding the Middle East with 
a special emphasis on the impact of domestic interest and lobby groups. This research, using 
the Ford and Carter libraries and governmental agencies, forms the basis of a projected book 
on the impact of domestic lobbies on foreign policy during the two presidents' administrations. 
Gurt, Joseph, Music 
The bicentennial of the death of W .A. Mozart was marked by many new research srudies into 
the life and work of this musical genius. Professor Gun, an accomplished teacher as well as 
pianist proposes to compose and perform several piano concenos for which Mozart left no 
credenzas. He has obtained access to important materials at the Mozart Bicentennial Library at 
the Juilliard School of Music to research his work. 
Krajewski-Jaime, Elvia, Social Work 
The gerontological research proposed in this sabbatical leave will study the effects of the burden 
of caregiving borne by families of Mexican and Mexican American elderly, and if familial 
responsibility for caregiving of elderly members is a cultural characteristic. Dr. Krajewski­
Jaime will conduct her research with colleagues in Mexico and in Detroit. 
Motion Carried . 
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. 4523M GRANTING POLICE POWERS AND AUTHORITY TO EMU 
PUBLIC SAFETY OFFICERS 
Sect i on 20 
Regent DeMatt; a moved and Regent Robb seconded that the Board of Regents 
approve the attached reso 1 ut i on ,  wh i ch i n  accordance wi th Act No . 1 20 ,  
Mi ch i gan Publ i c  Acts o f  1990 , provi des for the establ i shment of an Eastern 
Mi ch i gan Un i vers i ty ( EMU ) Publ i c. Safety Department . Overs i ght Com�i
ttee and 
grants to EMU Publ i c  Safety Offi cers the same powers and authori ty as are 
granted by l aw to peace and pol i ce offi cers to enabl e EMU Publ i c  Safety 
Offi cers to enforce state l aw and the ord i nances and regul at i ons  of EMU . 
RESOLO"l'IOH - POLICE POWERS 
WHEREAS , Act No . 120 ,  Michigan Public Acts of  1990 (Act) 
empowers the governing boards o f  control o f  public four-year 
institutions of higher education to grant public safety officers of  
their institutions the same powers and authority as  are granted by 
law to peace and police officers to enable the public safety 
officers to enforce state law and the ordinances and regulations of  
the institution of higher education ; and 
WHEREAS , the Act provides that before such powers and 
authority are granted , the governing board must hold two public 
hearings regarding that det�rmination and provide for the 
establishment of a Public Safety Department oversight committee ; 
and 
WHEREAS , the Board of Regents of Eastern Michigan University 
(EMU) has held two public hearings ·regarding the police powers and 
authority deter.::iination as required by the Act ; 
NOW, THEREFORE , BE IT RESOLVED , that EMU hereby provides for 
the · establishment of a Public Safety Depart::ient oversight committee 
comprised of faculty , staff and students as specified by law . The 
Committee shall receive and address grievances by persons against 
public safety officers or the Publ ic Safety Department of Eastern 
Michigan University . The committee may recommend to the Director 
of Public Safety that disciplinary measures be taken against a 
public safety officer who is found responsible for misconduct in 
office . 
BB IT FURTHER RESOLVED , that all Eastern Michigan University 
Department of Public Safety Public Safety Officers , now employed or 
to be employed in the future , are hereby granted the same 
powers and authority as are granted by law to peace and police 
officers to enable them to enforce state law and the ordinances and 
regulations of EMU .  
BB IT FURTHER RESOLVED , the jurisdiction of  Eastern Michigan 
University Public Safety Officers to whom the powers and authority 
of peace and police officers are granted shall include : 
a )  all property owned or leased by Eastern 
Michigan University and/or its governing 
Board , Hherever situated in this state : 
b )  any public right of way traversing or 
im=ediately contiguous to such property : and 
c )  any ot�er property for which jurisdiction may 
be extended by state law governing peace 
officers . -44-
BB IT Ft1R'?RER RESOLVED , that the Director of Public Safety of 
Eastern Michigan University is charged with the responsibility to 
appoint sul:Jordinates who , in addition to the powers and authority 
to enforce EMU. ordinances and regulations , shall have the power and 
authority to enforce state law as provided herein . such 
sul:Jordinates shall meet the minimum employment standards of the 
Michigan Law Enforcement Officers Training council Act of 1965 , Act 
No. 203 of the Public Acts of 1965 , being sections 28 . 601 to 2 0 . 616 
of the Michigan Complied Laws . 
BB IT Ft1R'l'BER RESOLVED, that Eastern Michigan University I s 
Vice President for Business and Finance has overall responsibility 
for implementing this resolution . 
Motion Carried . 
.4524M COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER 
Section 21  
Regent OeMatt i a moved and Regent Robb seconded that the Board of Regents 
approve Dr. James 8. Appl eberry as commencement speak�r and honorary degree 
recipient at the April 26 , 1992 commencement ceremony. 
Motion Carried. 
.4525M HONORARY DEGREE REC I P I EHT (S)  
Section 22  
Regent OeMattia moved and Regent Robb seconded that the Board of Regents 
approve Dr. Louise Reid Ritchie and Justice Patricia J. Boyl e as honorary 
degree recipients at the April 26 , 1992 commencement ceremony. 
Motion Carried. 
. 4526M FACULTY AFFAIRS COMMITTEE MONTHLY REPORT 
Section 23 
Regent Clifton moved and Regent Robb seconded that the Faculty Affairs 
Committee Agenda for March 24, 1992 and the Minutes of January 28, 1992 be 
received and pl aced on file. 
Motion Carried. 
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.4527M STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE MONTHLY REPORT 
Section 24 
Regent Thomas moved and Regent Incarnati seconded that the Student Affairs 
Committee Agenda for March 24 , 1992 and the Minutes of January 28, 1992 be 
received and placed on file. 
Regent Thomas updated the Board on items specifically discussed at the 
committee meeting. 
Motion Carried. 
.4528M APPOINTMENT OF TREASURER 
Section 25 
Regent Clifton moved and Regent Robb seconded that Patrick Doyle be named 
Interim Treasurer of the Board of Regents and that Mr. Doyle be bonded 
appropriately. 
Motion Carried. 
Regent DeMattia asked Chairman Derezinski to announce the new times for 
committee meetings and the regular board meeting. Chairman Derezinski 
announced that effective with the May 19 , 1992 board meeting , the Faculty 
Affairs and Student Affairs Committees will meet at 8:00 a.m.; the 
Educational Policies Committee will meet at 9:00 a.m.; the Finance 
Committee will meet at 11: 00 a.m.; and the regular board meeting will 
convene at 2:00 p.m. 
.4529M EXECUTIVE SESSION 
Section 26 
Regent Clifton moved and Regent DeMattia seconded that the Board of Regents 
convene in Executive Session for an update on the status of discussions on 
wage concessions with unions. 
A roll call vote was taken . 
Mot i on Carried. 
Regent Derezinski reconvened the regular meeting following the executive 
session and announced there was no further action to be taken. 
The meeting was adjourned at 3 : 33 p.m. 
Resoectfullv submitted . 
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